
Finally, we are thrilled to reveal our latest addition to the 
SCANGRIP CONNECT product family, the brand-new MULTILIGHT 
CONNECT, compatible directly with METABO/CAS 18 V battery 
system and all other 18 V/20 V battery packs from leading power 
tool brands by using a CONNECTOR. 

Perfect for all needs
This innovative hand-held work light offers a flexible solution 
for all your lighting needs with its multiple, exchangeable light 
heads. The concept behind MULTILIGHT CONNECT is to combine 
a basic handle, similar to those found on power tools, with a range 
of different light heads that can be easily exchanged to meet 
the demands of different applications. With the MULTILIGHT 
CONNECT, you have the freedom to choose and tailor the perfect 
work light solution for your needs. 

Different light heads for every job
We offer three different light heads – that is SEARCH HEAD, FLEX HEAD, and FLOOD HEAD to combine with a 
MULTILIGHT BODY CONNECT, each designed for specific work purposes: the combined MULTILIGHT SEARCH 
CONNECT provides 600 lumen, the MULTILIGHT FLEX CONNECT provides 750 lumen and the MULTILIGHT FLOOD 
CONNECT provides up to 1500 lumen. 
The body of the MULTILIGHT CONNECT is adjustable in an angle of 120°, giving you complete control over your 
lighting. Additionally, the body is equipped with a new, flexible mounting system that offers a combination of a 
bracket, a hook, and a magnet in one unit to ensure maximum functionality. 

We are confident that MULTILIGHT CONNECT will help the professional users in the industry work more efficiently 
and effectively. We are looking forward to hearing your feedback on this new product.

Contact your local Area Sales Manager today to preorder this new hand-held work light. 

NEW MULTILIGHT CONNECT
The flexible solution for all your lighting needs.
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